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 Combinatorial Techniques and Objects in Computer Science : Fault-
 tolerance and Other Interesting Applications
 N . M . S INGHI , I YENGAR S HRINIWAS AND T . A . A NTONY
 The main objective of this contribution is to outline briefly , a set of interesting problems in
 computer science that involve the use of combinatorial objects and techniques . We also present
 our results for the case of fault-tolerance in hypercube-based parallel computer architectures ,
 where we show the involvement of  t -designs and  t -covers in the structure of extremal fault-sets ,
 which is useful in the construction of fault-tolerant  m -partitions of the  n -cube .
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 I NTRODUCTION
 In recent years , many complex problems have been encountered  en route  to the
 development of new technologies and methodologies responsible for the advances
 made in computer science . Some of these problems are presently being tackled using
 existing results from combinatorics ; in certain cases , the requirements of the computer
 science problems have also led to the refinement of existing combinatorial techniques ,
 and even to the development of new results in combinatorics . We present a set of
 examples from current research areas in computer science , and briefly outline the usage
 of combinatorial objects such as  t -designs , latin squares , latin cubes , SBIBDs , simplicial
 complexes and so on . This paper also illustrates the use of  traditional  combinatorial
 objects such as codes for of f-beat applications that focus more on the inherent
 properties of elements of a code , rather than just error-detection / correction abilities .
 This paper is organized as follows : in  Part A  we give examples from the areas of
 fault-tolerance (Section I) , parallel processing (Section II) , computer communications
 and networking (Section III) and online transaction processing (Section IV) ; in  Part B ,
 we briefly present our results in the areas of fault-tolerance .
 Part A
 I .  F AULT -T OLERANCE
 Ia  .  Problem :  codes for memory subsystems
 Due to advances in the technology of construction of memory and related storage
 subsystems (such as RAM , ROM , CD-ROM , WORM etc . ) , most of the errors that
 occur in the binary stored information are of the unidirectional type . Unidirectional
 errors within a storage unit are caused by noise , faulty recording media etc . and as a
 result either some 0 bits in the information get converted to 1 bits or vice versa . The
 percentage of truly random errors , in which both types of errors occur , is very small in
 proportion to the unidirectional errors , due to the advanced recording techniques
 employed . For instance , in the case of optical media (such as CD-ROMs) only the 1 – 0
 type of error is possible ; the 0 – 1 type is  not  possible . Thus , any modern error
 detecting / correcting code must be capable of handling a large number of unidirectional
 errors in addition to handling a relatively small number of truly symmetric random
 errors . Such codes are called  t -error-correcting ,  k -error-detecting and  d -unidirectional-
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 error-detecting codes , with  d  .  k  .  t .  There are also  t -unidirectional error correcting
 and  d -unidirectional-error-detecting codes , with  d  .  t .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  Most constructions are using an ‘adding a tail
 method’ , which consists of starting with a  t -error correcting code and adding few extra
 bits , to make it correct / detect unidirectional errors of much larger lengths . The
 addition of the tail is done in such a way that encoding and decoding algorithms are
 simple . In [1] , a  t -UEC ,  d -UED ( d  >  t ) code is developed by pasting a tail-map to a
 t -asymmetric EC code , the length of the tail being at the most 3 bits .
 Combinatorial objects used .  Unordered (Knuth) codes , Sperner codes .
 Ib  .  Problem :  diagnosis of faults in hypercube - based parallel architectures
 Due to its excellent topological properties [22] , the hypercube is one of the most
 popular interconnection networks employed in the construction of parallel computers .
 The purpose of the interconnection network is to allow the several
 processors / computers present in the architecture (at the nodes of the hypercube) to
 communicate with each other (along the edges / links of the hypercube) and to share
 information and resources with each other . The topology of the hypercube also permits
 the usage of a small number (of the order of the dimension of the hypercube) of
 processing nodes for the purpose of monitoring the reliable operation of the system .
 These nodes are called diagnostic / watcher modes and they execute diagnostic
 algorithms in distributed fashion to ascertain the ‘health’ of nodes , including those from
 the set of diagnostic nodes themselves .
 The problem here is to select the set of diagnostic nodes in such a way that : (i) their
 number is small in comparison with the total number of nodes in hypercube ; (ii) the
 message traf fic generated for periodic monitoring of nodes is as little as possible ; and
 (iii) the diagnostic algorithm is immune to failures of the diagnostic nodes themselves
 to the greatest possible extent .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  It has been shown that the Hadamard codes are
 the most optimal choices for the above problem [19] . The diagnostic nodes of the
 n -dimensional Boolean hypercube are selected with reference to code-vectors of
 Hadamard codes with a suitable length and distance . The Hadamard codes used are
 formed by using standard Hadamard matrices and their complements . In [19] , modified
 constructions are also provided for cases in which Hadamard codes with desired
 parameters do not exist . The level of fault-tolerance , i . e . the ability of the diagnostics
 system to withstand the failure of diagnostic nodes themselves , is shown to increase if
 the monitoring ranges of the set of diagnostic nodes is greater than the covering radius
 of the Hadamard codes used to identify the diagnostic nodes . It is also shown in [19] ,
 using coding-theoretic techniques , that the problem of identifying the set of diagnostic
 nodes in such a way that Problem Ib is solved optimally is NP-hard , as it is equivalent
 to the problem of finding the covering radius of the binary code represented by the set
 of diagnostic nodes . In particular , solutions to the NP-hard problem are available for
 the case of the Hadamard codes , which yield an optimal solution for achieving a level
 of about 50% fault-tolerance .
 Combinatorial objects used .  Hadamard codes , SBIBDs , covering sets .
 Ic .  Problem :  fault - tolerance in hypercube - based parallel architectures
 The presence of a large number of processors in  n -dimensional Boolean hypercube-
 based parallel architectures , along with the high connectivity of the hypercube ,
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 facilitates tolerance of faults in the system to a great extent . Methodologies used to
 achieve fault-tolerance in hypercubes are as follows .
 (a)  Introduce spare (extra) nodes and / or links so that the hypercube structure can
 still be maintained when nodes fail . In this case , the operation of the system does not
 experience any slowdown or degradation in performance due to the node failures . This
 approach is more costly to implement and maintain than the other approaches .
 (b)  Identify tolerant  m -partitions / m -subcubes ( m  <  n ) in the faulty hypercube and
 use them to continue the operation of the system , ef fectively bypassing the failed
 nodes . Here , in ef fect , the faulty hypercube simulates a fault-free hypercube with only
 a constant factor slowdown in performance of the system [23] ; however , it is more
 cost-ef fective , as no redundant nodes / links are used . The main design issue here is the
 construction of the tolerant  m -partitions , given the set of faulty nodes .
 (c)  Employ fault-tolerant embeddings such that a certain number of nodes / links are
 reserved as spares in the initial embedding and , whenever faults occur , the system is
 quickly reconfigured to use these spares . The embeddings may be graphs , such as
 meshes , rings or cube-connected cycles etc . [24 – 26] . The main design issue here is the
 relative distribution of the spare nodes and their number .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  In [24] , circulant graphs are considered as
 supergraphs of 2-dimensional meshes and then the circulant graph is expanded to form
 a fault-tolerant circulant graph . In [24] , diagonal graphs are similarly employed to
 create fault-tolerant  d -dimensional meshes and hypercubes of small degree , tori ,
 8-connected meshes and hexagonal meshes .
 In [26 ,  27] , the concept of a free dimension (a dimension  k  is said to be free if there
 is no pair of faulty nodes that dif fer in the  k th co-ordinate) is used to partition the
 faulty  n -cube into ( n  1  f  1  1)-dimensioned subcubes such that each subcube contains
 only one of the  f  faulty nodes . In particular , the case of  f  <  ( n  2  2) is used to partition
 the faulty  n -cube into 3-subcubes such that each 3-subcube contains only one of the  f
 faults ; then 6-cycles are embedded into such 3-subcubes and these individual 6-cycles
 are concatenated into a large (2 n  2  2 f  )-cycle . The same technique is then modified to
 embed meshes and tori into faulty  n -cubes . (See also Part B for our results on this
 problem) .
 Combinatorial objects used .  Graph embeddings , circulant matrices / graphs , diagonal
 graphs .
 Id  .  Problem :  use of Redundant Arrays of Inexpensi y e Disks  ( RAID )  for fault -
 tolerance
 RAID is a new concept in data storage and retireval . In RAID technology , several
 inexpensive small disks (of small capacity) are grouped together into an array to form
 the virtual image of a larger disk subsystem . RAID is used to improve the overall
 performance (bandwidth) of a system by boosting the disk storage subsystem’s
 back-end throughput , which is achieved by ‘striping’ the data across the disk-array so
 that concurrent access can be obtained to chunks of data during retrieval . However , the
 failure-rate of small disks is high , and protection against failure is provided by dividing
 the array of disks into parity groups comprised of data disks and additional data check
 disks containing redundent data . The redundant data is utilized to re-create the image
 of the failed disk(s) onto backup disk(s) at times of failures . Striping for fast concurrent
 access and redundancy for error-recovery have been combined in level-five RAID ,
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 wherein the data check information is dispersed throughout the disks . The main design
 issues are related to how many disks are to be utilized in the array to optimize the
 performance and the level of error-recovery , and the means of reducing the additional
 load experienced by the healthy disks during the period during which the images of the
 failed disks are being re-created on backup disks for subsequent replacement .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  In RAID , Hamming codes are used to improve
 reliability through error-detection / correction . Here , a Hamming code of proper length
 and number of check-bits is chosen , depending on the level of error-correction desired .
 The total number of disks used in the system is the same as the length of a code-word
 in the selected Hamming code , and the number of check-disks employed is the same as
 the number of check-bits in the code . Further , in level-five RAID , the information
 check-bits are distributed across all the disks , thus allowing for parallel access and
 improving system throughput .
 However , in the event of failure of disks in the system , the remaining healthy disks
 incur an increase in load which may be close to 100% , leading to a fall in performance
 of the storage subsystem . In [32] , block designs are used to design gracefully
 degradable disk arrays in which the increased load on the functional disks , caused by
 the failure of one of the disks in the system , is considerably less than 100% . The block
 designs are constructed using Hadamard matrices and dif ference-sets . In the technique
 developed in [32] , each disk of the disk-array subsystem belongs to two parity groups
 and the 0’s and 1’s in incidence matrices of block designs of suitable parameters are
 used to assign disks to the two parity groups .
 Combinatorial objects used .  Hamming matrices , block designs , dif ference sets .
 II .  P ARALLEL P ROCESSING
 IIa  .  Parallel Array Access
 One of the main problems in modern parallel computers is to allow the multiple
 processors / processing elements concurrent and conflict-free access to shared data , such
 as matrices , that is stored in a set of memory modules . A skewing scheme is a
 mechanism by which the elements or subsets of the shared data structure(s) are
 mapped into storage locations inside the set of memory modules in such a way that the
 processors can access the data in parallel . Such schemes can tremendously improve the
 performance of parallel algorithms by reducing the waiting-time overheads resulting
 from memory conflicts during access to shared data . Various skewing schemes have
 been proposed to solve the parallel array access problem . A good skewing scheme
 satisfies the following criteria :
 (i)  it allows concurrent access to a large number of subsets of the shared data , such as
 rows , columns , diagonals , subsquares etc . ;
 (ii)  it utilizes the available memory modules to the maximum possible extent ;
 (iii)  it allows the use of simple , practical address-generation techniques to identify the
 storage locations of the individual data elements according to the mapping ;
 (iv)  it should be possible to use / implement a practical interconnection network
 ef ficiently to handle the routing permutations necessary for allowing the processing
 elements concurrent access to the shared data .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  In [40] , an optimal skewing-scheme that uses latin
 squares of order  N  has been developed for the distribution of elements of an  N  3  N
 matrix into  N  memory modules . Here , an element  a i j  of the matrix  A  that has to be
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 accessed concurrently by  < N  processors , is stored in memory module  I i j  ,  where  I i j  is
 the ( i ,  j )th entry in the latin square  L  of order  N .  In [40] , constructions have been
 presented for perfect latin squares of order  N  that are used in skewing schemes that
 permit conflict-free access to rows , columns , main diagonals and main subsquares of
 the matrix  A .  The idea is extended further in [42] , to three-dimensional data structures ,
 where an optimal skewing-scheme is implemented using the three-dimensional coun-
 terparts of latin squares , viz . latin cubes .
 Combinatorial objects used .  Latin squares , latin cubes .
 IIb  .  Problem :  Resource allocation in parallel architectures
 In Parallel computer systems , certain resources , such as storage devices , printers ,
 special I / O devices , backup devices etc ., are normally shared by many processing
 nodes , as the costs of these resources may make it impractical to dedicate one separate
 copy of the resource to every processing-node system . This problem is more acute in
 the case of the popular  n -dimensional hypercube-base parallel computers , as the
 number of processing-nodes involved is 2 n .  However , sharing of a limited number of
 resources leads to delays due to access-contention at the resource . Delays may also
 occur due to the ‘distance’ of the resource from a needy processing node , over the
 interconnection network .
 Hence , to minimize the delays involved , as well as the cost , multiple copies of
 various resources are often distributed across the system in such a way that each
 processing node that does not possess a copy of the resource is adjacent to at least one
 processing node that has a copy of the resource . The distribution of multiple copies of
 resources in this fashion has another desirable property , in that the failure of any
 processing node that possesses a copy of the resource or the failure of the
 resource-copy itself does not bring the system to a halt .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  In [50] , linear block codes have been used for
 resource-allocation in hypercube-based parallel architectures . Parity check matrices of
 suitable Hamming codes with repeated columns are used to achieve optimal allocation
 strategies in the following cases :
 (i)  each processing-node without a resource is adjacent to (at 1-hop distance from)
 exactly  j  nodes having copies of the resource ;
 (ii) each processing-node without a resource is adjacent to (at 1-hop distance from) at
 least  j  nodes having copies of the resource ;
 (iii) each processing-node without a resource can reach at least  j  nodes having copies of
 the resource in no more than  h  hops ,  h  >  1 .
 Combinatorial objects used .  Hamming codes .
 IIc  .  Problem :  parallel matrix algorithms
 Solutions to many real-life , large-size problems , such as image-processing , computer-
 aided design etc ., require manipulation of large matrices . Parallel matrix algorithms are
 employed in such areas to provide faster processing of results . In the design of such
 parallel algorithms , it is necessary to construct formal representations such as
 timing-level tables and processor-assignment tables , which indicate the sequence of
 operations and the distribution of operations amongst the various processors in the
 parallel architecture , respectively . With the help of such formal structures , it becomes
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 easier to tailor the algorithms to run on parallel machines based on dif ferent underlying
 processor-interconnection topologies .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  In [50] , latin squares are used to construct the
 timing-level tables and processor-assignment tables or matrix multiplication algorithms
 that run on cylindrical arrays and 2-layered mesh arrays .
 Combinatorial objects used .  Latin squares .
 III .  C OMPUTER C OMMUNICATIONS AND N ETWORKING
 IIIa .  Problem :  Fiber - optic - based computer networks
 Over recent years , the type of information carried over computer networks has
 increased in complexity from plain text to real-time full-motion video . This means that
 modern computer networks must of fer communication speeds and data-carrying
 capacities that are higher than those of conventional networks by several order of
 magnitude . Fiber-optic-based computer networks are able to satisfy these demands .
 However , to fully utilize the available raw speeds and capacities , it is essential to
 develop and implement communication protocols that are highly ef ficient . Wavelength
 Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology makes it possible to design such protocols .
 Using WDM , the large available bandwidth of the underlying fiber-optic medium is
 subdivided into several subchannels of equal capacities . Each node on the network is
 then assigned a unique subchannel which it uses to transmit information . All nodes on
 the network have the ability to tune to any of the subchannels in order to receive
 information . A key issue in the design of such protocols is the construction of
 subchannel allocation matrices that can permit dif ferent pairs of nodes to communicate
 simultaneously . In addition , node-pairs may communicate only in pre-allocated
 time-slots . Thus , the requirements for the structure of the allocation-matrix are :
 (i)  destination-conflict freeness ;
 (ii)  single node-pair allocation per pair of subchannels ;
 (iii)  non-overlapping pairing in each slot ;
 (iv)  unique destination (w . r . t . previous slots) for each node , for each time-slot ;
 (v)  equi-spaced allocation (fixed cycle-time) per node-pair .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  In [54] , we have used latin squares to construct a
 suitable subchannel allocation matrix ,  A .  The details are as follows .
 We note that  A  will have  N  rows (one row per node) and ( N  2  1) columns (one per
 time-slot) , since  N P 2 distinct node-pairs are possible ; then the cycle-time for each node
 will be ( N  2  1) slots . We number the nodes from 0 through ( N  2  1) and the
 equal-duration time-slots from 1 through ( N  2  1) .
 We can then see that  A  5  ( a i j ) satisfies :
 a k j  5  i  if f  a i j  5  k ,  0  <  i ,  k  <  ( N  2  1) ;  1  <  j  <  ( N  2  1) .
 Such an allocation matrix implies that two-way , full-duplex communication is possible
 between the nodes  i  and  k  in the time-slot  j .  The matrix  A  can be constructed from
 another ( N  2  1)  3  ( N  2  1) matrix  B ,  where  B  is a latin square .  B  can be constructed as :
 b i j  5  ( i  1  j )  mod( N  2  1)
 Matrix  A  is now constructed using the following mappings :
 If  b i k  5  j  for  i  ?  j ,  j  ?  2 i ,  i  ?  ( N  2  1)  ?  j ,  then  a i j  5  k ,  where  0  ,  i  ,  ( N  2  1)
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 and  1  <  j  ,  N ,
 a i j  5  0  for  j  5  2 i ,  where  1  <  i  <  ( N  2  1)  and  1  <  j  ,  N
 a 0 j  5  i 9 ,  if  a i 9 j  5  0 ,
 a i j  5  N  2  1  for  0  ,  i  ,  ( N  2  1)  and  j  5  I ,
 a ij  5  0  for  i  5  j  5  N  2  1 .
 For an odd number of nodes , matrix  A 9 of order  N 9  3  N 9 ,  where  N 9 is odd , can be
 constructed as follows : choose  N  5  N 9  1  1 and construct the  N  3  ( N  2  1) matrix above .
 Then , drop row number  N 9 and replace all entries in  A  equal to  N 9 by a ‘ 3 ’ , indicating
 an idle-state for companion-less nodes .
 Combinatorial objects used .  Latin squares .
 IV .  O NLINE T RANSACTION P ROCESSING
 IVa .  Problems concurrent partial query matching
 In order to achieve higher system throughput in online transactions processing
 systems , the accessed databases are striped across tracks of multiple disks which are
 part of disk-arrays . The distribution of data across disks in this way reduces the
 response time for database queries , since several pages can be retrieved in parallel . The
 data in the database can be treated in terms of multi-attribute files , records of which
 are characterized by multiple attributes . A partial query is a request for retrieval of the
 set of all those records in the database the attributes of which match the values of zero
 or more of attributes specified by the query . Hence , several buckets (mutually disjoint
 sets of records) have to be examined before responding with the data corresponding to
 the query requirements . The problem here is to allocate buckets to disks in such a way
 that , as far as possible , maximum possible partial queries will have optimal response
 times because of concurrent accesses made to the array of disks .
 Combinatorial techniques employed .  The data stored in the records of the database can
 be represented as an  n -vector , each component of which represents an attribute . Each
 attribute ,  i ,  can draw values from a domain  D i .  In a  p -ary Cartesian product file , each
 domain  D i  can be further divided into  p  mutually disjoint sets . If  p  5  2 ,  then the file is
 called a binary Cartesian product file . A partial match query is an  n -tuple such that its
 i th component has either a value from the domain of the  i th attribute or is unspecified .
 The query response set is that set of buckets in which all of the unspecified values are
 substituted with all of the possible values . In order to have the optimal response time
 of 1 unit , each of the buckets forming the response set must be located on a dif ferent
 set , for all possible queries .
 In [64] , BCH codes are used to arrange the records of the database in a filing scheme
 that provides optimal response times for queries . Here , the attributes of the data
 elements are drawn from Galois fields .
 In [68] , MDS codes are used to determine the minimum number of attributes that a
 partial query must have in order to facilitate distribution of the records , in the case of
 binary Cartesian product database files , in such a way that such partial queries have
 optimal response times of 1 unit . Here , an equivalence is made between MDS codes
 and pairwise orthogonal partial latin squares , and is used to prove optimality
 conditions .
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 Combinatorial objects used .  Galois fields , BCH codes , MDS codes , pairwise orthogonal
 partial latin squares .
 Part B
 V . F AULT -T OLERANCE
 Va  .  Fault - tolerance in hypercubes
 Va . 1 .  Definitions .  A hypercube  H n  of  n  dimensions has 2 n  nodes , with each node being
 associated with an  n -dimensional vector  y  P  h 0 ,  1 j n . V  ( i ) denotes the  i th co-ordinates of
 y  ,  0  <  i  <  ( n  2  1) .  Let  I  ;  h 0 ,  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  2  1 j .  Then , a one-to-one correspondence bet-
 ween the  n -vectors of  H n  and subsets  B  of  I  can be obtained using the mapping  c  ,
 given as :
 c  ( y  )  5  h i  P  I  3  y  ( i )  5  1 j ,  for  y  P  H n .
 Thus , any node of the  n -cube can be associated with a subset of  I .
 Let  M  Ô  I  such that  u M u  5  m  and let  A  Ô  I , M  >  A  5  [ .  Then , an  m -subcube of the
 n -cube  H n  corresponds to the family of sets  T  ( M ,  A )  5  h B  <  A  3  B  Ô  M j .
 The  m -partition of an  n -cube is given as the family  T  ( M ) of subsets of  I ,  where
 T  ( M )  5  h T  ( M ,  A )  3  A  Ô  I ,  M  >  A  5  [ j .
 For a given  m ,  there are  n C m  possible  m -partitions of the  n -cube , and each of these will
 contain 2 n 2 m m -subcubes , with every  m -subcube having 2 m  nodes . Every  m -partition
 will have exactly one  m -subcube ,  M 0  ,  that includes the node with the label
 corresponding to the all-zeroes  n -vector 0  ;  [ .
 Now consider the problem Ic discussed in Part A above . Let  F  be a set of subsets of
 I ,  corresponding to the faulty nodes of the  n -cube . We assume that faulty nodes can
 neither perform calculations nor route information , that all faults are known
 beforehand and that these faults remain static during the course of their analysis .
 An  m -partition is said to tolerate the fault-set  F  (or is  F  -good) if the distribution of
 faults in  F  is such that the induced subgraph on healthy nodes in every  m -subcube of
 the  m -partition has a connected component of at least 2 m 2 1  1  1 healthy nodes . Such
 components are called large healthy components of  H n .  From Remark Va . 1 . 1 given
 below , it is clear that these large healthy components collectively form a single large
 connected component of at least 2 n 2 1  1  1 nodes .
 Consider any two  m -subcubes of the  F  -good  m -partition , which are neighbors .
 Clearly , we can find a pair of nodes each of which belongs to the large healthy
 component of one of the two  m -subcubes such that there is an edge connecting the
 nodes . Hence , we have the following .
 R EMARK Va . 1 . 1 .  If  T  ( M ) is an  F  -good  m -partition and  M  Ô  M 9 ,  u M 9 u  5  u M u  1  1 ,  then
 the ( m  1  1)-partition  M 9 is also  F  -good .
 We can use Remark Va . 1 . 1 to construct the  F  -good  m 9 -partitions ( m  ,  m 9  <  n ) as
 follows . Choose the  m  internal dimensions of the  m 9 -partition to be the same as those
 in the known  F  -good  m -partition . Then choose the remaining ( m 9  2  m ) internal
 dimensions of the  m 9 -partition from the ( n  2  m ) external dimensions of the  F  -good
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 m -partition . It follows from Remark Va . 1 . 1 that the resulting  m 9 -partition will be
 F  -good . Hence , we can make the following remark .
 R EMARK Va . 1 . 2 .  If there exists an  m -partition that is  F  -good , then there also exist
 m 9 -partitions ( m  ,  m 9  ,  n ) that are also  F  -good .
 O THER N OTATION AND T ERMS
 ball  ( n ,  r )  5 O r
 0
 S n
 r
 D ,  i . e .  the  number  of  all  n -vectors  of  Hamming  weight  <  r
 Ball  ( n ,  r )  5  h A  3  A  Ô  I ,  u A u  <  r j ,  i . e . the collection of all sets of cardinality  < r
 rad( n ,  t )  5  max h r  3  ball  ( n ,  r )  <  t j
 rem( n ,  t )  5  t  2  ball( n ,  rad( n ,  t ))
 Va . 2 .  Problems under consideration .  (a) Find  m  such that the  m -partition of the
 n -cube will tolerate the given set of  F  faulty nodes . Because of Remark Va1 . 1 , we
 should try to find the smallest such  m .  Also , smaller partitions imply more ef ficient
 implementations of regular and single-port algorithms on faulty  n -cubes [23] .
 (b)  For the smallest  m  as described in (a) above , find an  F  -good  m -partition .
 Problems (a) and (b) above , in this generality , are quite hard . A simpler , related
 problem is as follows .
 (c)  For a given  m ,  find a fault-set  F min of the smallest size such that every
 m -partition is  F  -bad .
 It is expected that for any fault set  F ,  u F  u  <  u F min u , the structure of  F min will help in
 identifying an  F  -good  m -partition .
 Problem (c) has mainly been studied using the following conditions .
 K LEITMAN’S C ONDITION .  If the number of faults in an  m -subcube is less than
 S  m
  m  / 2  D ,
 then the  m -subcube has a large healthy connected-component [18] .
 (d)  For a given  m  and  c ,  find a simplicial complex  S  on  I  with the smallest possible
 size  u S u  such that  u S  >  P ( M ) u  >  c ,  where  P ( M ) is the power-set of  M .
 Va . 3 .  Re y  iew of earlier work .  In [23] , several interesting methods were developed to
 study problem (c) . We re-state some of the results obtained in [23] and use the same as
 a reference for deducing and for comparing our results .
 T HEOREM Va . 3 . 1 (cf . Theorem 3 . 9 in [23]) .  For all n  >  m  >  0 , gi y  en any set F of fewer
 than  F ( n .m )  faulty nodes , there exists an m - partition of the n - cube which tolerates F .
 Here ,
 F ( n ,  m )  5  ball( n ,  r )  1  rem( n ,  x )  ?  F S  n
 m
 D Y S  n  2  r  2  1
 m  2  r  2  1
 D G
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 where
 x  5 S  m
  m  / 2  D  and  r  5  rad( m ,  x ) .
 In [23] , a method is given to transform the original fault-set into an equivalent set
 that has certain desirable properties . We reproduce the same below in set-theoretic
 language .
 T RANSFORMATION  T  ( i ) .  Let  F  Ô  P ( I ) and  i  P  I .  Define  T  ( i )[ F  ] to be the family
 F i  Ô  P ( I ) ,  where  F i  is defined as follows :
 F i  5  h A  3  A  2  h i j  P  F ,  A  P  F  j  <  h A  2  h i j  3  A  P  F ,  A  2  h i j  ¸  F  j .
 Let  T  [ F  ] denote the family obtained by applying transformation  T  ( i ) to  F  in a
 sequential manner from 0 through ( n  2  1) for the  n -dimensional case .
 We note that  u T  ( i ) F  u  5  u F  u  5  u T  [ F  ] u .
 R EMARK Va . 3 .  For every  F , T  [ F  ] is a simplicial complex and if  F  is a simplicial
 complex ,  T  [ F  ]  5  F .
 As an example of the above transformation , consider the fault-set  F  to be
 h (000101) ,  (111101) ,  (100111) ,  (100101) ,  (010101) j ,
 which corresponds to the family
 F  5  hh 0 ,  2 j ,  h 0 ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  5 j ,  h 0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  5 j ,  h 0 ,  2 ,  5 j ,  h 0 ,  2 ,  4 jj .
 It can be checked that  T  [ F  ]  5  h [ ,  h 4 ,  5 j ,  h 1 j ,  h 5 j ,  h 4 jj .
 The following is essentially Lemma 3 . 7 of [23] .
 T HEOREM Vb . 3 . 2 :  Let  F  be a fault-set of  H n  and let  M  Ô  I ,  u M u  5  m .  Then , an
 m -subcube  T  ( M ,  A ) has at least
 S  m
  m  / 2  D
 nodes from  F  if f simplicial complex  T  [ F  ] is such that
 u T  [ F  ]  >  P ( M )  > S  m
  m  / 2  D .
 Using Kleitman’s Condition in conjunction with Theorem Vb . 3 . 2 , for every  m -subset of
 P ( I ) ,  one can see the close relationship between problems (c) and (d) stated above .
 Va . 4 .  t - designs and extremal fault - sets
 P ROPERTY  p ( c ,  k ,  m ) .  Let  S  be a family of subsets of  I .  We will say that  S  satisfies
 property  p ( c ,  k ,  m ) if :
 (i)  B  P  S  é  u B u  >  k ; and
 (ii)  u S  >  P ( M ) u  >  c ;  m -subsets  M  of  I ,  u M u  5  m .
 N OTE .  p ( c ,  0 ,  m ) is the property considered in problem (d) .
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 Let  t ( c ,  k ,  m ) be the minimum size of  S  such that  S  Ô  P ( I ) and  S  satisfies  p ( c ,  k ,  m ) .
 Then , we have the following .
 T HEOREM Va . 4 . 1 .  (i)  t ( c ,  0 ,  m )  >  F ( n ,  c ,  m )  >  ball( n ,  r ) ,  where
 F ( n ,  c ,  m )  5  ball( n ,  r )  1 F S  n
 m
 D ( c  2  ball( m ,  r )) G Y S  n  2  r  2  1
 m  2  r  2  1
 D
 and  r  5  rad( m ,  c ) .
 (ii)  t ( c ,  0 ,  m )  5  F ( n ,  c ,  m )  if f  there exists an ( n  2  m )  2  ( n ,  n  2  r  2  1 , c  2  b ( m ,  r ))
 design  D  and  S  is given as
 S  5  h I  2  B  3  B  is  a  block  of  D j .
 P ROOF .  Let  T  be a family of distinct subsets of  I .  Consider the pair ( A ,  M ) ,  where
 A  P  T , A  Ô  M  Ô  I ,  u M u  5  m .  Counting the number of such pairs in two ways , we obtain
 O
 A P T
 S  n  2  u A u
 m  2  u A u D  5 O M  u T  >  P ( M ) u ,
 where the l . h . s . is the number of  m -subsets of  I  containing  A .
 Now , taking  T  5  Ball( n ,  r ) ,  we obtain
 O
 A P Ball( n ,r )
 S  n  2  u A u
 m  2  u A u D  5 S  n m D ball( m ,  r ) .  (1)
 Taking  T  5  S ,  where  S  satisfies  p ( c ,  0 ,  m ) ,  we have  u S  >  P ( M ) u  >  c  and , hence ,
 O
 A P S
 S  n  2  u A u
 m  2  u A u D  > S  n m D c .  (2)
 We now try to find a smallest family  U  of the subsets of  I  such that  U  satisfies
 O
 A P U
 S  n  2  u A u
 m  2  u A u D  > S  n m D c .  (3)
 Clearly , such a  U  will be obtained by choosing those  A ’s in  I  which give the largest
 possible terms on the l . h . s of (3) . Since  c  >  ball( m ,  r ) ,  the smallest such  U  must contain
 Ball( n ,  r ) .  Furthermore , since all the remaining terms in  U  have size at least ( r  1  1) ,  we
 have
 S  n  2  r  2  1
 m  2  r  2  1
 D u  h A  3  A  P  U ,  u A u  >  ( r  1  1) j u  > S  n
 m
 D ( c  2  ball( m ,  r )) .  (4)
 Thus ,
 u U u  >  ball( n ,  r )  1 F S  n
 m
 D ( c  2  ball( m ,  r )) G Y S  n  2  r  2  1
 m  2  r  2  1
 D .
 Since any  S  satisfying  p ( c ,  0 ,  m ) also satisfies (3) , we have
 u S u  >  ball( n ,  r )  1 F S  n
 m
 D ( c  2  ball( m ,  r )) G Y S  n  2  r  2  1
 m  2  r  2  1
 D .  (5)
 In particular ,
 t ( c ,  0 ,  m )  >  ball( n ,  r )  1 F S  n
 m
 D ( c  2  ball( m ,  r )) G Y S  n  2  r  2  1
 m  2  r  2  1
 D .  (6)
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 This proves statement (i) of Theorem Va . 4 . 1 .
 Now , if equality holds in (5) , then one can easily see that the following are true :
 (a)  equality holds in (2) ;
 (b)  equality holds in (4) with  U  replaced by  S ;
 (c)  S  contains Ball( n ,  r ) and if  A  P  S , A  ¸  Ball( n ,  r ) ,  then  u A u  5  r  1  1 ;
 (d)  u S  >  P ( M ) u  5  c ;  m -subsets  M  of  I ;
 (e)  u S 9  >  P ( M ) u  5  c  2  ball( m ,  r ) ;  m -subsets  M  of  I ,  where  S 9  5  S  2  Ball( n ,  r ) .
 The proof of the  only if  part of statement (ii) in Theorem Va . 4 . 1 follows from (e)
 above , which shows that an ( n  2  m )  2  ( n ,  n  2  r  2  1 ,  c  2  b ( m ,  r )) design  D  exists . In
 fact , complements of elements of  S  are blocks of such a design .
 The proof of the  if  part of statement (ii) in Theorem Va . 4 . 1 follows from the fact
 that if a ( n  2  m )  2  ( n ,  n  2  r  2  1 , c  2  b ( m ,  r )) design  D  exists , then the complements of
 its blocks , together with Ball( n ,  r ) ,  give the family  S  satisfying  p ( c ,  0 ,  m ) .  h
 Based on the results obtained in Theorem Va . 4 . 1 , we also make the following
 conjecture .
 C ONJECTURE Va . 4 . 1 . There exists  S  Ô  P ( I ) such that  S  satisfies  p ( c ,  0 ,  m ) ,  u S u  5
 t ( c ,  0 ,  m )  and  S  Ò  Ball( n ,  r ) , r  5  rad( m .c ) .
 We have verified Conjecture Va . 4 . 1 in several small cases ; Theorem Va . 4 . 1 also
 shows that Conjecture Va . 4 . 1 is true whenever the ( n  2  m )  2  ( n ,  n  2  r  2  1 , c  2  b ( m ,  r ))
 design exists .
 Conjecture Va . 4 . 1 gives a structure on the smallest fault-set  F min such that every
 m -partition is  F  -bad , and we can use this structure to construct  F  -good  m -partitions for
 fault-sets of size  < F min .
 Now , if we complement all subsets of  I  and take  t  5  n  2  m  and  l  5  c ,  then we obtain
 the familiar covering problem .
 C ONJECTURE Va . 4 . 2 (Conjecture Va . 4 . 1 in terms of minimal  t -cover) . Let  S  be the
 smallest family of subsets of  I  such that each  t -subset of  I  occurs in at most  l  blocks .
 Then  S  contains all subsets of size  > ( n  2  r 9 ) ,  where  r 9 is the largest integer satisfying
 S n  2  t
 n  2  t
 D  1 S  n  2  t
 n  2  t  2  1
 D  1  .  .  .  1 S  n  2  t
 n  2  t  2  r 9
 D  <  l .
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